EXTRA LARGE, EXTRA POSSIBILITIES
COTTO’S LARGE PORCELAIN SLABS FOR VERSATILE APPLICATIONS
6 mm

EXTRA LARGE,
EXTRA POSSIBILITIES

CUTTING-EDGE
TECHNOLOGY
MAKES DIFFERENCE

CONTINUA+

THE FLEXIBILITY
OF STRENGTH

SUPREMACY OF
ITALIAN CRAFTSMANSHIP

The GRANDE Collection by COTTO is an extralarge porcelain slab produced in new format up to
160×320 cm with 6 and 12 mm. thickness.

The Grande Collection is made possible by cutingedge production technology from Italy. Its manufacturing process not only enables production of
unparalleled slab size, but also enhances Its superior
performances such as high physical strength, high
resistance to heat, and scratch, with low maintenance
requirement.

CONTINUA+ is the most advanced production technology
inporcelain tiles industry. It allows the manufacture of
porcelain slabs within a wide size and thickness range, at
higher output rates than those attainable with traditional
products. Moreover, it is able to engrave and imprint the
structure on the slab surface up to 0.8 mm, enabling the

COTTO Grande collection is the result of an innovative
slab-forming action. The powder is compacted by
double rollers which allow the best forming process, and
lower tension in the slab. This uniquely increases

Italian designs are still internationally appreciated and

strength. As a result, the fabricators are able to
fabricate slabs of COTTO Grande collection with convenience and minimal breakage.

covering to countertops and external cladding.

achieve.

From fashion to furniture, from automobile and gadget,

recognised as the top position in global design industry.
Verve and creativity married with knowledge of tech-

Ceramic and porcelain tiles are not exceptions. With a

niques and materials are the key ingredients of a new

constant commitment towards aesthetic research and

world leading approach. Therefore, the phrase ‘Made in

technological innovation, design houses in Italy have

Italy’ does not only mean style, but it also represents a

achieved product and production excellence and have
become more and more competitive in the international

the work ethics that have always characterised Italian
manufacturing tradition.

market.

GRANDE APPLICATION

GRANDE FORMAT

GRANDE PERFORMANCE

Thanks to CONTINUA+ technology, COTTO
Grande collection is available in an extra-large
format of 160×320 cm. (63”x126”) at the thickness
of 6 mm. This unique format extends possibilities
of new designs and aesthetics of kitchen and
vanity countertops, facades, and surface
coverings.

COTTO Grande collection does not only come
with captivating designs, but it is also a material
of superior performance. The properties of porcelain tiles, combined with cutting-edge technology,
make it perfect for countertops and versatile
applications.

GRANDE ADVANTAGES

Kitchen & Bathroom
Countertops

Floor & Wall Covering

Interior & Exterior Cladding
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PREXIOUS OF REX
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BALZA
represents borderless freedom and adventure of life in
durability of a steep rock to withstand any natural impacts.

harmoniously fusing a natural pattern of natural-cut
which delivers delicate movement and sense of touch to all
ambiences. Balza is a prime series designed for all areas,
from interior to exterior, of modern architecture.

120X120 cm

THICKNESS: 6 mm

120X240 cm
THICKNESS: 6 mm

CHALK
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BIANCHEZZA
A charm of marble has always been irresistible in a human
history. It is a symbol of class, luxury, and purity in every
architecture and interior design. This new marble collection
of COTTO Italia is dedicated to an eternal beauty of white
collection is inspired by three of the most acclaimed white
marbles --- Calacatta, Statuario, and Arabescato. With its
completing two sizes and two surfaces, Naturale and
Lucido, it embodies every ideas of luxurious habitat
decoration.

120X120 cm

THICKNESS: 6 mm

120X240 cm
THICKNESS: 6 mm

GOLDEN CALACATTA
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BIANCHEZZA

ARABESCATO
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ALABASTRI DI REX
are the point of departure for a proposal of ever-more
seductive suggestions.

natural shiny porcelain alabaster using advanced production
systems that make it possible to retain all the intrinsic
properties of the handcrafted stone.

160X320 cm
120X120 cm

THICKNESS: 6 mm

120X240 cm

THICKNESS: 6 mm

THICKNESS: 6 mm

BAMBOO
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ALABASTRI DI REX

MADREPERLA
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I CLASSICI DI REX
I Classici di Rex is the result of a feisty creative energy,
capable of stamping a decisive character on the
surroundings; they adapt to architectural spaces with
astonishing solutions and contrasts that underline their
natural inclination for beauty.

120X120 cm

THICKNESS: 6 mm

120X240 cm
THICKNESS: 6 mm

160X320 cm
THICKNESS: 6 mm

STATUARIO
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A

B

A

B

C

I CLASSICI DI REX

160X320 cm

120X240 cm

THICKNESS: 6 mm

THICKNESS: 6 mm

OPEN BOOK

CHAIN

THE DRAWING IS PURELY ILLUSTRATIVE. AS WITH THE NATURAL MATERIAL, THE GRAPHIC DESIGN OF OPEN BOOK AND CHAIN MAY RESULT IN DISCONTINUITIES
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IN THE VEINING BETWEEN PANELS. DISCONTINUITIES OF UP TO 1.5 CM ARE NOT DEFECTS, BUT ARE CHARACTERISTIC OF THE PRODUCT.
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A

B

I CLASSICI DI REX
A selection of fifties style atmospheres translates into
cultured modernity thanks to the interweaving of the materials and the exasperation of the contrasts. Personalization
finds room among the most glamorous materials that
nature has to offer. Out of Rex stylistic laboratory research,
a selection of 5 marble essences and 3 wood nuances are
born that contend for dominationin a single environment.

160X320 cm

OPEN BOOK
THE DRAWING IS PURELY ILLUSTRATIVE. AS WITH THE NATURAL MATERIAL, THE GRAPHIC DESIGN OF OPEN BOOK AND CHAIN MAY RESULT IN DISCONTINUITIES
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IN THE VEINING BETWEEN PANELS. DISCONTINUITIES OF UP TO 1.5 CM ARE NOT DEFECTS, BUT ARE CHARACTERISTIC OF THE PRODUCT.

CODE: 825561

THICKNESS: 6 mm

MARQUINIA
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I BIANCHI DI REX
Made of coloured body porcelain stoneware 6 mm thick,
Rex line of products dedicated to natural materials: Having
presented tiles inspired by wood, leather and stone, the
Rex line now turns its attention to marble. Among the many
existing varieties of marble, the most precious and
sought-after are the ones that are predominantly: white, in
Italian bianco.
The line includes three shades of white that represent
light-coloured marbles and can make any room more
exclusive and enveloping.

120X120 cm

THICKNESS: 6 mm

120X240 cm
THICKNESS: 6 mm

160X320 cm
THICKNESS: 6 mm

CALACATTA
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BIANCO SORRENTO

PALISSANDRO
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SORRENTO
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PREXIOUS OF REX
Four stone essences, rare, precious and extraordinarily elegant
make their substance available to become icons of exclusivity.
Each new collection of Rex is a unique path. A voyage without
the confines of borders or time leads to the selection of the
material, strictly rare, precious and natural, the inspiring muse
of every creation. And then the Rex design is born, the technical
expertise that investigates material to evolve in style. This is the
genesis of Prexious of Rex which finds the first element of
uniqueness in its very name.

120X120 cm

THICKNESS: 6 mm

120X280 cm

THICKNESS: 6 mm

MOUNTAIN TREASURE
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PREXIOUS OF REX

DREAM ARABESQUE
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PREXIOUS OF REX

CHARMING AMBER
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PREXIOUS OF REX

THUNDER NIGHT
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STONES & MORE 2.0
A refined selection of stone and marble breathes life into a new
container
The narration of an imaginary voyage through the suggestions of
different locations to embody two inspirational sources with
perfect chromatic balance. Stones & More evolves into
Stones&More 2.0 to tell a story of renewed grace through fine
porcelain stoneware surfaces with profoundly different graphic
versions where the common thread is the same philosophy of
elegance.

120X120 cm

THICKNESS: 6 mm

120X280 cm

THICKNESS: 6 mm

ARABESCATO WHITE
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STONES & MORE 2.0

STONE CALACATTA BLACK
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FLOWTECH/
Out of the study of metal and its evolutionary transformation,
FLOWTECH is born.The Flowtech porcelain stoneware sheets
define the style of a public and private environment through a
bold industrial appearance. The iconic aesthetics of a specific
selection of metals combines with the benefits of impervious
properties over time and resistance to weather conditions that
are so typical of "Made in Florim" porcelain stoneware.

120X120 cm

THICKNESS: 6 mm

120X240 cm

THICKNESS: 6 mm

RUSSET
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AGED BRONZE

BURNISHED
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SPECIFICATION TABLE (6 MM)
GLAZED PORCELAIN

UNGLAZED PORCELAIN

GUIDELINE OF COUNTERTOP
MATERIALS PROPERTIES
COTTO
GRANDE
COLLECTION

QUARTZ OR
ENGINEERED
STONE

GRANITE

SOLID
SURFACE

LAMINATE

SCRATCH
RESISTANCE

STAIN
RESISTANCE

HEAT
RESISTANCE

IMPACT
RESISTANCE
COLOR /
PATTERN
CONSISTENCY
SEAMLESS
APPEARANCE

RENEWABLE OR
REPAIRABLE

=
=
=
=
=

REMARK:
•
countertops only.
• The table may not represent all brands or types of each material.
manufacturers, and testing method.
•
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EXCELLENT
BETTER
GOOD
MODERATE
POOR OR NOT APPLICABLE

SCG CERAMICS PUBLIC CO . , LTD.

www.scgceramics.com

